	Here’s one method of divisibility rules that probably won’t do anyone much good, but it’s still the root from which everything comes.  Divisibility rules are primarily concerned not with actually finding the factors of a number (actually dividing), but just with determining if a given number has a certain factor.  So we don’t have to go to all the work of actually dividing.  As it happens, most good and easy divisibility rules also determine the remainder when a given number is divided by another.  Without further ado:

	The Reverse Long-Division Process

	Take a number, say 6820932092937.  You want to know if it is divisible by, say, 7.  What do you do?

	Well, 6820932092937 is divisible by 7 if and only if 6820932092937 minus any multiple of 7 is also divisible by 7.
	For example: 6820932092937 – 7 = 6820932092930.

	Now, 6820932092930 = 682093209293 * 10.  Therefore 6820932092930 is divisible by 7 if and only if 682093209293 is.  Follow?

	682093209293 – 63 = 682093209230
	682093209230 / 10 = 68209320923
	68209320923 – 63 = 68209320860
	68209320860 / 10 = 6820932086
	6820932086 – 56 = 6820932030
	6820932030 / 10 = 682093203
	682093203 – 63 = 682093140
	682093140 / 10 = 68209314
	68209314 – 14 = 68209300
	68209300 / 100 = 682093    <<added bonus!>>
	682093 – 63 = 682030
	682030 / 10 = 68203
	68203 – 63 = 68140
	68140 / 10 = 6814
	6814 – 14 = 6800
	6800 / 100 = 68  <<another bonus!>>
	It should be fairly obvious that 68 is not divisible by 7, but we’ll continue anyway.
	68 – 28 = 40
	40 / 10 = 4
	4 < 7 , 4 is not divisible by 7, therefore 6820932092937 is not divisible by 7.  (6820932092937 / 7 has a remainder of 4; 6820932092933 and 6820932092940 are divisible by 7.)

	I’ll probably come back and complete this later, but follow those basics for any number. 

